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WEBERS WANDERINGS
Weber WILL Wander Again!
Thanks to my many CHVA friends who responded to the news that I had laryngectomy
surgery (my voice box was removed) on March
27.
Once the news got out, I was overwhelmed
by the outpouring of sympathy and good
wishes for a speedy and quick recovery from
my many CHVA friends from around the
country.
Naturally, I received cards from my own
family and local friends, but far and away, the
majority of cards came from CHVA members!
What a fantastic uplift, to think that many people around this great nation cared enough to
spend the time and money to actually sit down
and write and mail a card.
Makes me almost glad I don’t have the
much simpler and quicker e-mail (yet).
Every day the growing mountain of cards
helped as I did indeed have a quick recovery.
I’ll never be 100% again, but it sure beats the
H out of dead!
I’d like to offer special thanks to my dear
friend “Mustang Sally” Joyce Flanagan for getting the news out on the internet.
And also I especially thank Lynn “Cute Gator” Carter, who took time in the midst of the
trauma of relocating from Florida to Tennessee
to write some very nice personal messages of
encouragement.
So, all of your good wishes seem to have
worked. Lu and I were able to lead the CHVA
Western Regions Mini-tour XX in early May
as we had planned before the surgery.
Are we going to the National Tour in Kansas in October? A few days ago I would have
said, “No way am I going that far in a bouncy
little ‘70 Datsun!”
Lu suggested that we might drive the “late
model” ‘95 Buick with some more creature
comforts. The idea of not driving an “AEV”
and not being able to talk to my friends is not
appealing to me, but we’ll see. October is a
while away.
At any rate, thank you all.
CHVA members are indeed family.
I belong to a lot of car clubs.
None can match CHVA!
You are the greatest!
http://clubs.hemmings.com/chva
http://clubs.hemmings.com/clubsites/chva/GW_Menu.htm

